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Abstract—Memory disaggregation is a solid alternative to
traditional server systems that can overcome memory scalability
issues in next-generation HPC data centers. In a rack-level
disaggregated system, multiple compute nodes with small local
memory rely on remote memory pools (memory nodes) to
fulfill their memory demands. An in-network memory manager
manages remote memory address space and allocates it to
compute nodes which can access the memory at cache-line
granularity using coherent interconnects such as CXL (or GenZ).
However, the memory access cost is significantly increased due
to the presence of the network. Even though a page migration
system can exploit the locality of memory accesses, accessing
a remote page starves the block-level requests. Further, page
migrations introduce additional overheads which combined with
starvation may even degrade the performance. All these issues
require systematic evaluation of disaggregated memory systems
to achieve improved designs.

This paper presents a hardware mechanism for workload-
aware data movement between compute and memory pools
that significantly reduces the memory access cost. Firstly, our
design enables centralized hot-page migration in a multi-tiered
disaggregated memory that is aware of access patterns for
individual compute nodes. Secondly, we analyze the complexities
of accessing a remote memory page and propose a novel solution
to eliminate starvation by serving all the remote memory requests
at cache block granularity and by sharing bandwidth between
page and block memory requests. Lastly, we add extra hardware
support to get rid of additional overheads in a page migration
system. We evaluate our designs over a variety of multi-threaded
benchmarks using a cycle-level simulator which is specially
designed to simulate a disaggregated memory system. Our
design performs 10% to 100% better than traditional RDMA-
based disaggregated systems that access remote memory at page
granularity and 5% to 35% better than baseline disaggregated
systems that use coherent interconnects for block-level access.

Index Terms—Data centers, Page migration, Memory disag-
gregation

I. INTRODUCTION

The memory capacity wall has introduced scalability chal-

lenges to the data center servers which run large in-memory

applications such as AI, Big-data, and video/graph analytics

[23]. Even though enough computing power is available in

large multi-core systems, ever-increasing memory footprints

of data-centric workloads fail to utilize the available memory

resources [34], which remains stranded in different server units

and presents issues like memory under-utilization. Memory

disaggregation has recently gained the interest of the research

community due to its ability to address scalability and under-

utilization issues [22], [31]–[33]. A bigger motivation is

the availability of coherent interconnects, such as CXL or

Fig. 1. Server Resource Disaggregation

GenZ(merged with CXL) [10], [25], that allow high-bandwidth

and low-latency access to on-network memory resources. With

disaggregation, the server resources are decoupled into multi-

ple resource pools, as shown in Fig. 1, allowing on-demand

resource allocation. The resources from different pools com-

bine to create virtual server units, improving scalability and

utilization. Unlike the traditional server nodes, the compute

nodes have a small amount of local memory and rely on

memory pools for most of their memory requirements, due

to which the memory access cost is increased 2 to 3 times

that of local memory.

A typical disaggregated memory system (software disag-

gregation) accesses remote memory at page-level granularity

over an RDMA-enabled network. These systems swap out

the memory pages to remote memory borrowed from other

server nodes rather than swapping to slow disks. In hardware-

based disaggregated systems, the memory-binding intercon-

nects allow block-level access to remote memory on a cache

miss, where local and remote memory (in memory pools)

is organized linearly. Further, disaggregated systems feature

multi-tiered memory management where a global memory

manager manages the address space of memory pools beside

a memory manager at compute nodes. The primary challenge

in disaggregated memory systems is the high access cost to

access remote memory blocks on a cache miss, significantly

impacting performance. Like in other hybrid memory systems

(such as DRAM-NVM), there is a scope for exploiting spatial

locality in the workloads by migrating hot memory regions in

slower memory to the faster memory [17], [29], [35], [44],

[46]. However, moving pages in disaggregated memory sys-

tems have multiple challenges. Firstly, no centralized memory

management exists in disaggregated systems like the one in

a DRAM-NVM hybrid memory system, where a memory

manager or TLB can predict hot memory pages in slower



NVM. Secondly, data-centric workloads with large memory

footprints expand to tera-bytes of memory, and significant

metadata is required to track all the memory pages. Third and

most importantly, accessing a remote memory page requires

more network/memory bandwidth that starves the subsequent

cache line accesses in their critical path, significantly im-

pacting the system’s performance. Further, workloads show

a range of friendliness to page migration [7], and it is crucial

to set the migration threshold based on the memory access

patterns of each compute node. All these issues require careful

investigation of disaggregated memory systems to be able to

exploit the locality in remote memory pages. With efficient

multi-granularity memory access, frequent block accesses to

remote memory can be supported by occasional page access,

reducing the memory access cost.

This paper proposes a hardware mechanism for workload-

aware data movement in a disaggregated memory system that

implements an epoch-based hot page migration to reduce

memory access latency. Our approach is based on a centralized

page migration system that supports rack-level disaggrega-

tion, where multiple compute nodes run simultaneously, each

running a workload with distinct memory access patterns.

The hardware support comes through an in-network memory

manager [8], [22], which is extended to perform workload-

aware page migration. Next, accessing a remote page takes

around 1.2-1.5μs, 5 to 7 times more than a block access

latency. However, it brings multiple blocks to local memory to

complete future remote memory access locally. Also, reading

a remote memory page (assuming a 4KB page) and sending

its response back to the compute node increases the memory

access cost of the subsequent block accesses and also starves

them of memory/network bandwidth. Our mechanism for re-

mote page access ensures that the starvation to block accesses

is eliminated while also reducing the response time for the

page access, which is now completed at block-level granularity

rather than accessing a complete page altogether. Further, page

migration systems (epoch-based [21] and on-the-fly [19]) have

specific limitations that may even degrade the performance in

a disaggregated memory system. Therefore, we add hardware

support that takes advantage of both approaches to improve

the performance further. Finally, we offer software support

for centralized page migration that requires carefully selecting

the migration parameters for each compute node based on its

memory access patterns. A learning-based page migration pol-

icy is implemented that initially learns the workload behavior

for each node and fixes the migration parameters. To evaluate

our proposed design, we design a cycle-level disaggregated

memory simulator that simulates multiple compute nodes and

memory pools, a global memory manager, and remote memory

access over the network interconnect. We extensively validate

our simulator for measuring system performance (with one

node having 100% local memory) against gem5 with good

enough accuracy and integrate a standard DRAM simulator to

simulate memory access. We summarize our contribution in

this paper as follows:

• We propose a novel hardware mechanism for workload-

aware data movement in rack-level disaggregated mem-

ory systems that occasionally fetch hot pages while

performing frequent block accesses to remote memory.

• We build a cycle-approximate simulation framework to

model a multi-node disaggregated memory system and

implement our data movement mechanism on top of it.

• We analyze the major hurdles of multi-granularity remote

memory access in a disaggregated system and implement

an approach to neutralize the extra overheads and delays

due to page access and migrations.

• Finally, we evaluate our proposed mechanism over vari-

ous multi-threaded HPC workloads and mini-applications

and shows a significant improvement in the system per-

formance.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Baseline Disaggregated Memory Systems: Typical dis-

aggregated memory systems access remote memory at page

granularity and uses RDMA as the underlying mechanism.

These systems utilize free memory available in other server

nodes (virtual disaggregation) and swap out pages to remote

memory rather than disks, speeding up future page faults to

those pages. On the other hand, hardware memory disaggre-

gation allows block-level access to remote memory, which is

managed as separate pools. These systems use remote memory

as an extension to local memory rather just as a swap device.

Remote memory address space can be made visible to compute

nodes using a shared or distributed memory approach. With a

shared approach, all the remote address space is transparent

to OS at compute nodes, as shown in Fig. 2(a), and a memory

page can be allocated at any address. However, multiple

compute nodes may try to allocate a page concurrently, causing

a conflict. Thus, an in-network global memory manager must

allocate a remote page on behalf of compute nodes, which

may also face a bottleneck due to frequent page requests. But

the approach makes it easy to share pages between nodes.

Alternatively, a distributed approach may be implemented

to add or remove the remote memory at run-time in larger

chunks (using memory hotplug), as shown in Fig. 2(b). Once

the memory is reserved and added to the compute node, it

may allocate memory pages without conflict using its local

memory manager. This approach removes the page allocation

bottleneck at the global memory manager and significantly

reduces the metadata overhead at compute nodes but requires

another layer for address translation. Further, the in-network

global memory manager is implemented at a programmable

central switch to provide memory allocation and protection.

Our approach utilizes caching structures and DRAM (to store

metadata) at the switch as also has been proposed in the

past for disaggregated memory [1], [2], [6], [8], [22], [39],

shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, compute nodes have an address

translation unit to convert between local and remote physical

addresses and a network interface for remote memory access

(also present at memory pools).
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Fig. 2. Memory Management in Fully Disaggregated Memory Systems (a)
Shared Memory Approach (b) Distributed Memory Approach

Fig. 3. Baseline Hardware Disaggregated Memory System

Our hardware support for efficient workload-aware data

movement comes through the global memory controller at

the centralized switch. The proposed mechanism works for

both shared and distributed remote memory organizations.

However, in our experimentation, we assume no page sharing

among multiple nodes. Most data-centric workloads hardly

share pages [16], [38], and even if application threads spread

across multiple compute nodes, they follow different work-

flows. Further, with a large multi-core system, applications

mostly fall short of memory rather than computing power

and will not require shared memory access, especially with

disaggregated memory.

Page Migration Overheads and Parameters: Migrating

pages requires updating address translations in the page table

entries (PTEs) with new mappings. While updating the PTEs,

TLBs are locked to perform invalidation of migrated page en-

tries (known as TLB shoot-down), during which OS interrupts

the user application and issues an inter-processor interrupt

(IPI) [28] to other cores with the same page entry (also to

other compute nodes, in shared memory approach ). Similarly,

cache invalidation is required for the blocks with old physical

tags. Performing invalidation is expensive that introduces long

CPU stalls until it is performed and acknowledged by all the

cores. Further, migration generates extra TLB misses for re-

accessing invalidated entries, taking 60-80 cycles per page for

TLB-miss on average [30]. Lastly, each page transfer from

remote to local memory takes around 1.2-1.5 μs and delays the

subsequent block access while the page is read from memory

transferred to compute node.

Epoch-based page migration primarily requires three param-

eters. Firstly, an epoch length decides how often the pages

should be migrated. If it is small, frequent page migrations

introduce continuous CPU stalls and excessive overhead. If it

is large, all the future accesses to hot pages will be complete

at slower memory even before the migration. Secondly, the

hotness threshold describes the minimum criteria for a page

to be migrated that can be identified in various ways, such

as access count/frequency to a page or other ways. If the

threshold is strict, it will not migrate many probable hot pages.

If it is lenient, many pages will become eligible for migration,

increasing the network traffic and causing more starvation

to block-level accesses. However, the threshold varies for

different workloads, and the decision for migration should be

taken based on the expected benefits from migration rather

than a compulsion. Migrating useless pages also means the

system is trying to overkill the benefits of page migration.

Many pages might not even be accessed after migration,

evicting more local victim pages in turn. Lastly, the number

of pages to migrate (NPM) describes how many pages should

be migrated together. If NPM is less, there will be frequent

interrupts with CPU stalls which also invalidate TLB entries

for each batch of page migration. If the batch size is large,

the benefits of migration will be lost due to extra wait before

the pages are brought to local memory.

Considering all the trade-offs of page migration in disag-

gregated memory systems, it is essential to choose migration

parameters wisely for a centralized page migration system,

which may only rely on small caches to track pages and can

not afford to track all the pages in memory due to architectural

restrictions.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Overview: This section discusses the proposed hard-

ware structures to support a centralized Page-migration with

workload-aware data movement that eliminates the bandwidth

and starvation issues. Firstly, the central switch differenti-

ates the memory accesses of individual nodes by reading

the access packets and pass this information to the global

memory controller. This allows the controller to characterize

the access pattern for each node separately and fix the page

migration parameters and access priorities. The global memory

controller holds multiple new hardware structures whose sizes

can be scaled to support any number of nodes. However,

a limited number of compute nodes (C) and memory pools

(M) are expected to be grouped inside a rack with specific

configurations (say, at a fixed ratio of 1C:2M or 1C:4M).

These configurations are unknown, as continuous research is

being done in disaggregated memory space, while we assume

support for a maximum of 16 nodes. The overview of the

design of the global memory controller can be seen in Fig.

4. The new hardware structures are 1) Hot-Page Tracker, 2)

Access Controller, 3) Pending Blocks Accesses queues, and

4) Page Buffers to store accessed memory pages



Fig. 4. Centralized Page Migration Support with Workload-Aware Efficient Data Movement, ’R’ represents a Request Selector

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Hot Page Tracking Table structure (b) Page Buffer structure

A. Hot Page Tracking

The controller supports predicting hot pages by tracking

access count and frequency to remote pages. The hot-page

tracker (HPT) consists of a table to store information on

the most recently accessed pages with a maximum of 100

entries per node (also limits the number of pages migrated

together). Each entry consists of the page address (32-bit),

access count (16-bit), first access time (32-bit), and Access bit
(1-bit). However, there could be more active pages at a time

that will not fit in the cached table. In that case, a new entry

will be created by replacing the old one with minimum access

count and oldest access time. The evicted entry is kept in

a similar table at the switch DRAM and loaded back when

that page is re-accessed. A page is identified as hot when it

crosses the hotness threshold (explained later) and is based

on access count and reuse frequency. The reuse frequency can

be calculated using the page’s access count and first access

time. On identifying a hot page, a request is added to the

page request queue (inside Access Control block) with its

page address, and the Access bit is set to 1 and remains

set until it is migrated to compute node. The future memory

accesses to the same page are not sent to the memory pool

and are completed at the global memory controller (described

in subsection III-D). However, if the page is not hot yet and

Access bit is ’0’, the block request is added to the block access

queues (shown in yellow in Fig. 4).

B. Performing Migration and Using Page Buffers

Once the number of hot pages in the HPT becomes equal to

NPM, the migration will be performed by swapping the same

number of local victim pages at compute node to the address

of migrated remote pages. One limitation of the epoch-based

page migration is that many benefits are lost until the batch

of hot pages is ready, especially for workloads with a high

temporal locality. This can be eliminated with on-the-fly page

migration, which instantly migrates a page as it is identified as

hot, but has high overhead due to frequent TLB shoot-downs.

We take a middle path by using page buffers (as cache) at the

global memory controller with space for 100 pages per node.

The page is instantly accessed as it becomes hot and kept in

this cache until the whole batch is ready to migrate. When

memory access to any of these pages arrives, it is completed

at the controller itself through page buffers (costing less than

half of a remote memory access cost), getting the best of two

techniques. Further, keeping this buffer at a central controller

also allows clean access to shared pages between nodes (in

the case of a shared memory approach).

C. Access Controller

1) Handling Page Access: Once a page is identified as

hot, its request is added in the Page Request Queue but

is not send to memory queue as it is. Firstly, remote page

access latency is high, which delays the pending block-level

accesses to the same page. Secondly, page access occupies

the available memory/network bandwidth and obstructs subse-

quent block accesses to other pages, adding long delays again.

We overcome this problem by servicing page requests at a

finer granularity and responding as soon as a block request

within a page completes at the memory pool. Fig. 6 shows

the detailed mechanism by which Access Controller handles

the page and block-level requests. A page request eventually

accesses 64 contiguous memory blocks (4KB page with 64B

block). Rather than completing page access in one go, it can

be accessed block-by-block. The access generator will pick

a page address from the front of the page request queue and

generates 64 block accesses to that page from block-0 to block-

63 (using a fixed-size queue at the access generator). Access



Fig. 6. Access Controller to control Multi-granularity Access

control has separate hardware structures for each node where

its request selector forwards the chosen request to the network

queues.

2) Handling Block Accesses and Bandwidth Allocation:
When block accesses do not belong to a page request (the

page is not hot), they are treated as regular requests and kept

in block access queues (one for each node). Like page queues,

each node has separate block access queues. We implement

bandwidth partitioning between the page and block-level ac-

cesses to eliminate starvation and reduce waiting times for

all types of access. In each cycle, the request selector will

choose one of the requests either from the block access queue

(for regular block access) or from the access generator queue

(part of page access). Further, each queue can be allocated

different priority levels to prioritize one type of request over

another. The controller adds extra information to the packet

header of selected requests before forwarding them to network

queues to differentiate between regular block requests and

those belonging to the page access. The response packet from

the memory pool also includes the same information in its

header, allowing the controller to take appropriate action when

a response is received. If the response packet belongs to page

access, it stores the block in the appropriate page buffer by

matching the destination compute node and page address. If

the response belongs to regular block accesses, it is directly

forwarded to the destination compute node.

D. Pending Block Accesses

Once a page access request is sent and the page is under-

going access or is present in the page buffer, all the block

accesses to that page are halted at the controller and directed

to Pending Block Access queues, as shown in Fig. 4. The

response is instantly sent to the compute node if the block is

available in the page buffer. However, the block request waits

in the queues if it is not there. The queues have separate buffers

for storing reads and write. Reads queues store page address

and page offset, whereas write queues also have space to store

a block of data. When a new block arrives in the page buffer,

it checks for a pending block access with the same address

and completes the access by sending a response back to the

source node. In case of a pending write request, the data block

inside the page buffer (fetched from the memory pool and is

dirty now) is updated with the data in pending write queues.

E. Remote Memory Access Data Path

Whenever a block request of a compute node arrives at

the global memory controller, it will update the page tracking

parameters. If the page becomes hot, a page access request is

created using access generators, and access bit is set, while the

current block request is also added to pending block queues.

However, the request is added to regular block access queues

if the access bit is ’0’. The regular memory accesses will

complete as usual by sending their response to the requesting

compute node. On the other hand, if the response packet

belonging to the page request arrives (identified by the packet

header), the response is stored in the page buffer of the

respective node buffer at an entry matching the page address.

The pending block accesses to that page are also served if the

page address matches. However, the pages are only migrated

when a whole batch of hot pages is available in the page

buffer. The global memory controller will then notify the

respective compute node to perform page migration, for which

the OS at compute node evicts an equal number of local

pages. The eviction can be performed using basic memory

page replacement policies such as LRU, clock replacement,

or finding cold pages using access counters.

F. Hardware Overheads

We discuss the overhead of proposed hardware cache struc-

tures at the global memory controller to support a maximum

of 16 nodes in any node-to-memory pool configuration. The

HPT has 100 entries per node with 71 bits for each entry,

approximately 14KB for 16 nodes. The page request queue

inside Access Controller has only four entries per node, which

is the maximum number of on-flight page requests. Each entry

stores a page address (32-bit). The access generators have 64

entries (one for each page block) with a 32-bit page address

and a 6-bit block address. The access controller requires 5KB

in total for 16 nodes. The size of regular and pending block

access queues will depend on the MSHR size of the last-

level cache at the nodes. The memory requests will also be

distributed among these queues, many of which are served

instantly without delay. For a node with a 32-core system and

256 entries in MSHR, we assume 96 entries in the regular

block access queue and only 32 entries for the pending block

access queue (equally divided for pending reads and writes),

as only a few on-flight page requests can be there. Each entry

stores the page address (32-bit), block address (6-bit), and

source node-id (4-bit) for memory access. The pending block

queues additionally have 64B of data for write requests. The

total size of all these queues is around 26.5KB for 16 nodes

for both of these queues. Finally, the page buffers store 100

pages of size 4KB per node with its 32-bit address. This will

require a slightly bigger cache of around 6.25MB but provides

significant benefits by using positives from both on-the-fly and

epoch-based migration.



G. Characterizing Workloads with Training

1) Setting Migration Parameters: We analyze the memory

access pattern for each compute node to set the hotness

threshold. An epoch-based page migration policy requires

setting three migration parameters. However, if pages and

hotness threshold is known, then a fixed epoch length is not

required, as the system will reach a stage when the other two

conditions are met. We also do not fix the NPM parameter and

start migration with a small NPM (say 25) while changing

it dynamically based on the feedback from the compute

node, which is a more practical approach than fixed values.

The hotness threshold is set using the collected information

during training. When a process starts, page migration is

kept off initially for a few million cycles, during which the

global memory controller collects the access count and reuse

frequency of all the touched pages in its DRAM (in the same

way as during hot-page tracking). At the end of this phase, the

pages are sorted by access count, and filtration is performed

to remove less significant entries. The page entries with an

access count lesser than the mean are removed. The filtration

may be repeated to set a more conservative threshold until the

list does not get too small (20-30% of the initial size). Finally,

threshold parameters are calculated using the mean of access

count and reuse frequency of the leftover page entries.

2) Migration Feedback: The OS at compute node can run

a daemon program in the background to evaluate the benefits

and the overheads of page migration. We track accesses to

migrated and victim pages for each migration batch and

evaluate it after every few batches. Based on this evaluation, a

feedback score is generated and shared with the global mem-

ory controller. System overheads not only involve tlb shoot-
down (or invalidation) time but also the time to copy pages,

time to re-access invalidated TLB entries (NPM multiplied by

TLB miss time), and time to access victim pages in remote

memory, in eq. 1. The benefits are calculated by multiplying

total memory accesses to migrated pages with the difference

in remote and local memory access time, in eq. 2. Finally, a

migration score is produced using eq. 3, normalized on a scale

of -100 to 100 and sent to the global controller. The controller

modifies the NPM of a compute node based on its feedback

score, which is either positive or negative according to the

overheads and benefits of page migration. If the overhead is

negative continuously or NPM falls below a certain threshold,

re-initialization is done to reset parameters.

Overheadmig = Tinv + Ttlb miss + Tcopy pages + TV page acc

(1)

Benefitmig = Acc Count×MATRemote−Local (2)

%Scoremig
lim(−100→100)

=
(Benefitmig −Overheadmig)

Overheadmig
× 100 (3)

NPMnew = NPM +NPM × Scoremig

100
(4)

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

CPU 3.6GHz, 4-core, 2-width
64-InsQ, 64-RS, 192-ROB, 128-LSQ

L1 Cache 32KB(I/D), 8-Way, 2-Cyc
L2 Cache 256KB, 4-Way, 20-Cyc
L3 Cache 2MB per core shared, 16-Way, 40-Cyc
Cache Type Write-Back/Write-Allocate, Round-Robin
Memory (Local/Remote) 1200x2MHz DDR4 DRAM (19.2GB/s)
Switch 100/400Gbps, 4MB port Buffer

5ns for processing/switching
Network Interface (Nodes) 40/100Gbps, 1MB buffer

10ns (de)packetization/processing

TABLE II
BENCHMARKS

SimpleMOC(s) [15] Light Water Reactor Simulation
miniFE [9] Unstructured Implicit Finite Element Codes
Lulesh [20] Unstructured Hydrodynamics
XSBench(l) [42] Monte Carlo Neutron Transport Kernel
Testdfft [26] Fast-Fourier Transform for HACC
Pennant [11] Lagrangian staggered-grid hydrodynamics
NPB (bt, dc, ft, mg) [13] Computational fluid dynamics

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

A. Methodology

In the absence of a standard simulator, it is important and

challenging to experiment with the new designs over a reliable

platform. Therefore, we build a cycle-level disaggregated

memory simulator that supports the simultaneous running of

multiple compute nodes and memory pools. It includes a local

memory manager at compute nodes to decide a page allocation

between local and remote memory and a global memory man-

ager that allocates remote memory to compute nodes from one

of the memory pools in 4MB chunks. Lastly, an interconnect

is modeled to simulate remote memory accesses in memory

pools. 1. We model our proposed hardware mechanism for

the centralized page migration on our disaggregated memory

simulator.

For the reliability of results, we extensively validate the

performance of out-of-order CPU cores at compute node and

cache miss results at the LLC for up to 4-cores (for 1 compute

node and 100% local memory) against gem5 by using multi-

threaded Splash3 benchmarks [37]. We encountered a mean

error of 12% for IPC and 2% for LLC misses for all workloads.

A small variation is expected due to implementation details, as

pointed out by the past research work in simulator design [3],

[4]. We use a simple queue modeling for the interconnect and

show its impact in the result section by evaluating different

network configurations.

We use Intel’s PIN [24] platform to generate instruction-

level traces at the front end. The thread-wise traces are passed

to the back end to simulate an out-of-order x86 CPU and

a multi-level cache hierarchy (at compute node). The local

1code is available at https://github.com/Amit-P89/-
DRackSim/tree/main/DRACKSim-Detailed



Fig. 7. Performance Slowdown for all the workloads with different data movement policies

memory manager manages address space at compute nodes

and sends requests to the global memory manager on page

fault if it requires more remote memory to allocate a new

page. The interconnect includes a network interface at compute

nodes and memory pools and a central switch for sending

remote memory access. Further, we use a two-level arbitrator

at the switch to select a packet from multiple input ports and

virtual queues within a selected port. To simulate the memory

accesses at different compute nodes and memory pools, we

use cycle-accurate DRAMSim2 [36] and initialize multiple

instances of DRAM units for local memory at compute node

and remote memory at memory pools. At compute nodes,

LLC misses belonging to remote memory are forwarded to

the network interface as a network packet. The packets are

pushed to the central switch queues after adding packetization

delays which reach the memory pool to simulate the memory

access. A response packet is generated and returned to the

requesting compute node (once notified by DRAMSim2 for

memory access completion). We model different latency pa-

rameters for the interconnect (packetization time, NIC delay,

switch processing delay, propagation delay) and bandwidth

(for transmission delay) at compute/memory nodes and the

switch.

Disaggregated memory systems are to be used with multiple

compute nodes and memory pools that significantly impact the

performance due to memory access traffic on the network and

contention at memory queues of shared memory pools. So,

we design a simulator from the top down to perform multi-

node simulations (with no page-sharing across nodes). We use

multiple instances of Pintool to produce multiple instruction

traces simultaneously at the front end (one for each node) and

process them in parallel with multiple simulation threads.

Finally, we use various HPC applications and workloads

that mimic different scientific applications and have a variety

of memory access patterns and footprints (ranging from 50MB

to 830MB). Table II mentions all the selected workloads with

their functionality. We skip the initial single-threaded regions

for each workload and simulate 200 million instructions

only for the multi-threaded region. Table I mentions all the

simulation parameters at the compute nodes, memory pools,

and the interconnect. We evaluate our proposed design over

two network configurations, one with 100Gbps and 400Gbps

bandwidth at NIC (compute node and memory pool) and

switch, respectively. The other one uses 40Gbps and 100Gbps

of bandwidth.

B. Results

We evaluate our page migration system with other data

movement scenarios. Page represents a traditional disaggre-

gated memory system where data is only transferred at page-

level granularity. However, these systems are inherently slow

compared to hardware disaggregated memory systems. So we

use similar page buffers (as in our design) to delay the page-

table updates. Block represents a baseline hardware memory

disaggregation with all the remote memory accesses at block-

level granularity. OTF is an on-the-fly page migration on the

same system without extra hardware support. E25 and E100
represent epoch-based page migration in batches of 25 and 100

pages, respectively. PB is the same as our proposed design,

but the remote page access is made all together without any

bandwidth partitioning, and the response is sent as a 4KB

packet. Also, there are no pending memory access queues

for in-flight page requests at the global memory controller.

Finally, CPM is our proposed centralized hot page migration

system with all its features enabled. Further, we use the same

hot-page identification mechanism for OTF, E25, and E100.

The memory page allocations are performed across local and

remote memory at a fixed ratio of 50:50 using a round-robin

policy (unless mentioned otherwise). To keep the memory

ratio constant, we pre-evict the same number of victim pages

from local memory for every page migration using a clock-

replacement policy.

1) Impact on System Performance: We first evaluate the

slowdown in system performance compared to a system using

entirely local memory. We run each workload in a single

node configuration using one remote memory pool. As shown



Fig. 8. Increase in memory access cost for all the workloads with different data movement policies

Fig. 9. Percentage of memory access at local memory due to migration of pages

in Fig. 7, CPM experiences the minimum slowdown among

all the data movement schemes for all workloads at both

network configurations. With 100/400Gbps bandwidth, the

performance for XSBench, NPB:bt, and NPB:dc is very close

to the system with 100% local memory even with 50% of

memory footprint at local memory. As expected, PAGE suffers

the maximum slowdown as it has to access all the remote

pages at 4KB granularity, which increase the waiting times

of pending memory accesses to those pages. Epoch-based

page migration, such as E25, and E100, improved performance

compared to PAGE but does not always perform better than the

baseline BLOCK, as it misses out on many benefits due to the

long waiting time before a batch of pages is ready to migrate.

Only in a few cases, when a workload has good spatial local-

ity, epoch-based migrations perform better than the baseline.

On the other hand, OTF suffers severe slowdowns in some

Fig. 10. Performance slowdown on changing the local memory footprint

cases (miniFE, NPB:ft and NPB:mg), when more pages are

migrated. As there are no page buffers with OTF, it performs

worse or equivalent to PAGE in these cases due to regular

CPU stalls during TLB shoot-downs. PB could eliminate the

CPU stalls by using page buffers, not miss out on the migration

benefits due to instant migration, and improve the performance

for all workloads compared to baseline BLOCK. Finally, CPM

further improves the performance of PB by proper bandwidth

allocation to page and block requests and eliminates starvation.

Further, CPM managed good enough performance even with

40/100Gbps for most workloads except miniFE, NPB:ft and

NPB:mg, as they have the maximum number of cache misses.

2) Impact on Memory Access Cost: Fig. 8 shows the in-

crease in memory access cost for all the above data movement

schemes over two network configurations. As depicted by the

system performance, CPM has the lowest increase in overall

memory latency and averages around 1.25 times compared to

local-only memory latency over a 100/400Gbps network. In

the case of a 40/100Gbps network, the average increase in

memory cost is around 2.25 times the local memory access

latency. The baseline BLOCK and OTF suffers the most

in their memory access latency. However, memory latency

does not reveal the performance slowdown for page migration

systems, especially for OTF, as it hides the long CPU stalls

after the migration. We do not show the results for PAGE

because page requests are queued up at remote memory due

to significantly high page access times that could not correctly

represent the waiting times for last-level cache misses.
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Fig. 11. Performance slowdown on using multiple memory pools

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Performance Slowdown with Multiple Compute and Memory Nodes

3) Impact on Hit-ratio at Local Memory: Fig. 9 shows the

percentage of memory accesses completed at local memory

as the consequences of page migration. For all the workloads,

CPM has most of the memory accesses at local memory. The

results for PB and CPM also include a few percentages of the

pending memory accesses completed at the global memory

controller using page buffers until a batch of pages gets ready

to migrate. OTF experiences a similar percentage of local

memory accesses compared to CPM, but the overheads did not

allow them to experience similar performance gains. Further,

CPM and PB have a significant difference in local memory hit

ratio, that is because the pages are accessed at 4KB granularity

in PB, which takes more time, and many block accesses

to those pages are completed at remote memory before the

migration.

C. Sensitivity Analysis

We further experiment by changing the memory-related pa-

rameters and different deployment configurations by changing

the number of compute nodes and memory pools.

1) Local-to-Remote Memory Allocation Percentage: First,

we change the memory allocation percentages at the local and

remote memory by allocating pages in the same percentage

(1 out of every 5 pages is allocated local memory to maintain

20% local footprint). Fig. 10 shows the performance slowdown

with 20%, 40%, and 60% of local memory compared to a

system with completely local memory. For XSBench, Sim-

pleMOC, NPB:bt, and NPB:dc, the performance with even

20% of the local memory is around 80% of the local-only

systems due to the high spatial locality in these workloads.

Once the pages are migrated, most of the memory accesses

are completed in local memory. With the novel hardware

mechanism of CPM, even during page access and migrations,

the overall impact of using remote memory is minimal. On

the other hand, miniFE, NPB:ft, and NPB:mg faces more

slowdown due to a decrease in application footprint on the

local memory.

2) Multiple Memory Pools: Next, we evaluate the per-

formance improvement when a compute node uses multiple

memory pools rather than a single one. This results in an

overall increase in the memory bandwidth and improves the

memory access latency by reducing contention at the remote

memory queues. Fig. 11 shows the performance slowdown

for each workload compared to the local-only system when

the remote memory pages are spread across multiple memory

pools. As we can see, in both network configurations, the

workloads face lesser slowdowns when the pages are spread

across two memory pools compared to a single memory pool.

The slowdown is more significant in the case of a 40/100Gbps

network.

3) Multiple Compute Nodes and Memory Pools: Finally,

we evaluate different configurations of multiple compute nodes

and memory pools, which is the expected way of deployment

for the hardware disaggregated memory systems. We consider

8-compute nodes and configure them in a 4:1 or 2:1 ratio

with memory pools. The local-to-remote memory allocation

ratio is fixed at 50:50, and the memory pool selection is done

using a round-robin policy (to allocate a 4MB chunk on each

request by the compute nodes). Fig. 12 shows the performance

slowdown for all the workloads (one on each node) running

together with different network configurations and node-to-

pool ratios. As we can see, the performance impact is minimal

with four memory pools, making it an optimal choice for

a node-to-pool configuration ratio. Whereas, over a slower



network and a 4:1 ratio, the slowdown is significant and is

around 9.6x of the local-only system.

V. RELATED WORK

Page migration has been used for hybrid DRAM-NVM

[5], [18], [35], [41], [44], [45] memory systems to bring

frequently accessed pages. Taekyung et al. [18] proposed a

system to migrate huge pages targeting the tired memory

systems which suffer from excessive misses in translation

look-aside buffers (TLB). Wang [44] proposed a system to

support super-pages in NVM but still perform the migrations

in light-weight pages to the DRAM. Shuang et al. [45] apply

hot-page migration to cloud computing platforms and devise

a hot-page capturer for virtual machine migration to reduce

the remote page faults during a restart at the remote node.

Yujuan et al. [40], [41] proposed ’UIMigrate’ that selects hot

pages from NVM and dynamically adjusts the hotness for

page migration using access counters. These techniques do

not work for hardware disaggregated memory with a multi-

tiered memory system making tracking pages difficult. Further,

data-center applications expand to tera-bytes of memory and

without a centralized manager, require a dedicated hot-page

tracker which uses the least amount of meta-data. Page migra-

tion has also been proposed for systems with software/virtual

disaggregated memory [5], [12], [14], [27], [43], which allow

only page-based remote memory access and does not support

cache-based access. These systems use RDMA to exploit the

free memory in other server nodes and replace slow disk

paging with comparatively faster remote memory paging and

are not a replacement for hardware disaggregation and are just

the older solutions to improve memory scalability. Komareddy

et al. [21] proposed a global memory controller hosted at

the rack switch. Although page migration in disaggregated

memory was proposed for the first time, the controller delays

the migrations to miss out on the potential benefits and

uses fixed parameters for migration without any intelligence.

Finally, there is little opportunity to translate the available

designs for page migration in hybrid memory, or software

disaggregated systems to fully disaggregated memory systems

that support multi-granularity memory access

VI. CONCLUSION

Disaggregated memory systems solve the problem of the

under-utilization problem and improve memory scalability

by allowing on-demand memory allocation from the remote

memory pools. However, coherent interconnects allow cache-

based to remote memory, the high memory latency in such

a system is the real concern that largely impacts the per-

formance. A page-migration system may bring down the

latency but has multiple issues and cannot be implemented as

such in disaggregated memory. Firstly, hot page migration is

difficult in multi-tiered disaggregated systems. Secondly, page

access introduces long delays, consumes more bandwidth, and

starves block-level accesses. This paper proposes a centralized

hot-page migration system that eliminates those issues by

accessing remote memory at block granularity, even for page

requests. We further reduce the waiting times for both page and

regular block accesses by bandwidth partitioning between dif-

ferent types of requests to give them equal opportunities. Our

proposed design improves the system performance between

10% to 100% compared to traditional disaggregated systems

(page sharing) and 5% to 35% compared to the baseline

hardware disaggregated systems.
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